
LESSON: INTRODUCING PARTNER TALK 
GOAL:  

● Students will discuss with a partner topics on which they may either agree or disagree 
● Students will seek to understand their partner’s viewpoint 
● Students will see to help their partner understand their own viewpoint 

 

PROCEDURES: 
● Introduce students to (and continue to remind them of) the following steps to follow 

each time they participate in any partner discussion (use the “Partner Talk Steps” mini 
poster to display, project it on the screen, or make your own anchor chart): 

○ LOOK at your partner 
○ LISTEN to your partner’s words 
○ SPEAK  when it’s your turn and so only your partner can hear 
○ FOLLOW UP by asking questions or repeating back in your own words what 

your partner said 
○ TURN and face the front when you and your partner are finished 
○ WAIT quietly for the rest of the class to finish 

● Introduce students to (and continue to remind them of) the following sentence 
frames for each scenario (use the “Partner Talk Sentence Frames” mini poster to 
display, project it on the screen, or make your own anchor chart): 

○ To SHARE an idea (the first to talk): 
■ “I think __________ because __________.” 
■ “I know __________ because __________.” 

○ To AGREE: 
■ “I agree because __________.” 
■ “That makes sense to me because __________.” 

○ To DISAGREE: 
■ “I disagree because __________.” 
■ “I have another idea…” 

○ To ADD to an idea: 
■ “I would like to add that __________.” 
■ “What do you think about __________?” 

○ To QUESTION: 
■ “I wonder…” 
■ “What do you mean by __________?” 

(continued on next page) 

 



LESSON: INTRODUCING PARTNER TALK 
THE FIRST LESSON: 

● The first opportunity to introduce Partner Talk should ideally be done as a role play, 
so students can see what it should look and sound like, and what it shouldn’t. 

○ Have a pair of students sit in the center of the circle so the rest of the students 
can see clearly. 

○ Explain that they’ll be having a partner discussion about a topic on which 
they’ll both have an opinion. They may agree or disagree, but they should 
share their thoughts with their partner. Do not give the Partner Talk Steps yet. 

○ Give the pair a question, such as “Would you rather have blue hair or blue 
teeth?” or “Where is your favorite place to go on vacation?” The question 
should be of a non-academic nature. Have them begin discussing their 
responses, let the conversation flow naturally, but do not intervene if it stalls.  

○ Once the pair is finished, ask your students to point out what worked and what 
could be improved from this first Partner Talk. Guide them to notice whether 
one person did most of the talking, or if each person simply answered the 
question without noticing what the other person said. Jot down their ideas on 
chart paper and use this to either develop your own set of steps to follow, or 
to introduce the Partner Talk Steps. 

○ From the steps, introduce the Sentence Frames as a way to help students 
when they’re stuck and not sure how to proceed in the conversation.  

● Pair up the rest of your students, and have them practice this procedure with another 
question similar to the one used in the role play. Make observations and individual 
comments as necessary. 

● Partner Talks can be as short as 30 seconds and last up to several minutes, depending 
on the topic being discussed and the purpose of the discussion. A visual timer is a 
helpful way to keep kids on track so that both partners have an opportunity to be 
heard.  

 

FOLLOW UP LESSONS: 
● Practice this procedure several times with non-academic topics such as Would You 

Rather prompts or Getting to Know You questions.  
● A good way for students to continue practicing this throughout the year is to use it 

during your class meeting. I always end any Partner Talk with “Would anyone like to 
share something they said or something their partner said?” I do this because, as the 
discussions become more rigorous throughout the year,  it gives a chance for kids who 
can’t always think on the spot to share something their partner said so they still get an 
opportunity to add to the class discussion. 


